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ROPE TRICKS
ERIC BYNE

The Sundays of week-end meets at Glan Dena are usually
short days. It may be wet, or one rises late, or the lethargy following a strenuous Saturday on the hills results in hut-mooning. The
weather is gazed at sombrely, the time for starting home debated,
and finally the inevitable question arises and is duly put:
" What d'you think of doing today?"
It was on just such a day that I decided to introduce Charlie
and his brand-new 120-foot Nylon to the Sylvan Traverse. The
mere mention of this Milestone Buttress tour, if made loudly in
M.A.M. company, has a magnetic effect, as previous occasions
have proved. As before, our proposal was no sooner made than
our party of two had swollen to seven, including that habitue of
the Traverse, Harold.
We were late starting; not that this is unusual but counted
it an advantage in that other climbers would have finished with
the Milestone and be away to higher ground before we arrived.
In this we were mistaken. There were queues for the normal
routes. However, our start, which lay up the lower half of Pulpit
Route, was fortunately free from traffic. We roped up in one long
string, myself leading on a 100-foot manila, with Freddie second,
Charlie third, Pat fourth, lan fifth, Barbara sixth, and Harold as
sheet anchor. The brand-new 120-foot Nylon, be it noted, was
between Charlie and Pat.
. The sinister influence of the Nylon did not make itself felt
until we reached the point where the Traverse goes across the
Garden Wall on the Ordinary Route, which was populous with
climbers. A solitary scrambler sixty feet above suddenly sent
down an immense loose block. It must have weighed a couple of
tons. There was a babel of shouts and yells of " BELOW!" Somewhere it had to cross our string of seven. Horrorstruck, unable to
do anything about it, we watched it bounding down. Which of us
would it hit? Its size and wandering course seemed to give no
hope of a complete miss. Yet it passed with a leap and a crash
between Charlie and Pat, who were a mere twelve feet apart.
" PHEW!" said everyone. Somewhat white in the face, we
looked at each other with relief. The block was still crashing
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dangerously down the Buttress, threatening to obliterate several
parties lower down but always just missing them, until with a final
giant leap it shattered into fragments on the boulders below. The
precipitator of this missile, after a brief apology, wisely disappeared from view. We turned to renew our Traverse.
The leaping block, however, had not passed without doing
some damage. The new 120-foot Nylon was cleanly severed twenty
feet from one end. We knotted the ends together and once more
commenced the slow and methodical progress habitual with large
Sylvan parties. The Nylon, for some minutes, suspended its influence.
Then we came to Soap Gut. (I say " we," but our sheet
anchor would have just about reached the cave above Garden
Wall.) Our time was getting a little short now, and to avoid the
time-wasting manoeuvres on the small foot-stance on Soap Gut
wall I decided to lead straight across to the ledge and bollard
beyond, a run-out of 90 feet. As a safeguard I put a running belay
of sling and karabiner on the huge spike on the corner of the Gut
Wall. I was across in quick time. Freddie joined me on that
remarkable stance with its huge bollard and feeling of complete
security in an exposed position. I watched while she began to
bring Charlie over.
Three-quarters of the way over the Gut he stopped. The
joining knot in the Nylon was too big to pass through the karabiner
and had jammed. This meant more delay, but Charlie lost no time
in climbing back and releasing the knot. On his way back, however, his spare anorak slipped from its fastenings, to parachute
gracefully down the cleft. Two untoward incidents, I reflected;
what will the third be?
It happened but this time the Nylon's influence was presumably worked by absent treatment. I had gone up the next two
pitches and Pat was bringing lan across the Gut. Those who are
familiar with Sylvan Traverse will remember that the far wall of
the Gut is crossed by a seemingly precarious but actually safe
walk along the crest of a detached flake. lan, being a novice, tempered valour with discretion by jockeying along the flake with his
right leg in the crack and his left hanging over space. The probable
result took place he jammed. And what a place to jam!
Desperate tugs and struggles only served to imprison his right foot
more tightly. Pat on one side of the Gut and Barbara on the other
watched his unavailing efforts, while the rest of us, out of sight
in front or behind, wondered what was happening. At last we
heard him announce, in calm but hopeless tones, " I've had it. I'm
completely stuck."
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Something had to be done if we were not to be there all night.
I descended to Freddie and lowered her to Charlie, so that she
could belay him while he crept carefully round Pat and down into
the Gut. Climbing over and behind lan, Charlie began operations
on him. I could see nothing of these, but I could see from my
higher perch that we were providing entertainment for a large
congregation of people who were seated on the wall beside Llyn
Ogwen and gazing intently up at our spider-like activities.
Meanwhile Charlie had failed to drag lan's foot loose by
main strength. His next move was to inquire earnestly if anyone
had a knife, and I wondered whether lan had made so good a job
of it that amputation was being considered; Charlie, I felt, was
quite capable of carrying this out if he considered it necessary.
But no one had a knife anyway, and Charlie decided to try and
unlace the boot. To do this he had to balance on his stomach on
the flake-edge, from which position, and with his arm at full
stretch, he was just able to reach the lacing with his two longest
fingers. He was, indeed, the only man in the party with sufficient
reach for the job, and even so it was a most awkward and complicated process to untie the knots and loosen the laces. It took
over an hour. The rest of us could do nothing, and I was just
about to call down to him to come back for a rest when a yell
of exultation told that the job was done. lan, minus his boot, was
free. But so thoroughly was the boot jammed that it took still
more time and effort before it was available for wear.
Twilight was falling as the rest of the party moved on across
the Gut. Three of us were two hours overdue at the Hut, and
Harold, who was anxious to be away early, unroped and descended
with them. Charlie, Freddie and myself finished the Traverse just
as complete darkness descended.

Later in the year we took the Nylon to Skye.
It was looking more respectable now, though its length was
lessened by 25 feet and its end adorned with a plaited knob. I still
regarded it with suspicion, for it invariably chose the most awkward
moments to get itself hitched up or tie itself in complicated knots;
moreover, I have an old-fashioned bias in favour of manila. However, I am bound to admit that it served us well on Cioch West,
and the knowledge of its lightness and extra breaking-strain served
to stiffen my morale when leading out on the exposed traverse.
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Seated comfortably on top of the Cioch, we discussed ways of
descent. Some friends advised us to abseil down Cioch Gully, and
this route was decided upon. Decision was one thing, but finding
a suitable spike for the abseil rope was another. At last we were
forced to choose the largest and heaviest boulder we could find
on the scree above, and hitching over this abseiled down the upper
cave pitch. This impressive pitch overhangs considerably, and our
descent was pleasantly sensational. Less pleasant were our sensations when we discovered that no amount of flicking and pulling
would dislodge the rope from the boulder above. .
The inescapable solution of a hand-over-hand ascent was
accomplished by Charlie, and as one of us had luckily discovered
a length of parachute cord in his pocket for use as a loop through
which the rope could run, both Charlie and the Nylon eventually
rejoined us without mishap.
It was on another day that we took the Nylon up trie Inaccessible Pinnacle. Oliver and Paul joined us on the summit to gaze
through darkening mists at the occasional views of Blaven seen
cameo-like in the setting of clouds. Rain began to spit at us and
it was clearly time to descend. I fixed the Nylon round a horizontal flake below the summit blocks, and remembering its knavishness made certain that it wouldn't jam when we abseiled. Just
as this was done the heavens opened and a wall of water, such
as only Skye can produce, poured down on us. Freddie slid down
the rope, I followed, and then came Charlie and Paul. Oliver
remained where he was. Shouted queries produced the information that he had found some kind of shelter and was eating his
lunch. Soaked and shivering, we implored him to descend, and
presently, finding the downpour too much for him, he abseiled
down to us; none too soon, for we were miserably cold and quick
movement was necessary.
*
s
I pulled at the rope. It would not come off the belay. I
tugged. It was jammed.
I looked at Oliver. " Did you move this blinking rope?"
" Well," he said reasonably, " I thought it didn't look very
safe, so I pushed it well down into the crack."
For twenty minutes in that cascade of rain we strove with
the Nylon. Just as we were despairing, it began to move in small
jerks. Little by little it came in and then it reached the plaited
knob on the end. There was only one thing for it: Charlie got out
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his knife and hacked off the end. By this time every gully and
crack of the Coolin was a roaring waterfall, and we hastened
downward like salmon descending a weir.

By the last day of our holiday we had got used to the Nylon,
regarding it as a creature of moods but nevertheless a familiar
companion. When we decided on the Eastern Buttress of Sron na
Ciche for our last climb, we took the Nylon in preference to my
heavy manila.
The Eastern Buttress Direct Route, which we had examined
from the Cioch, looked a steep climb of considerable character.
One reason for the choice was that it had been pioneered by
E. W. Steeple, who had been my sponsor for M.A.M. membership
eighteen years previously, and I looked forward to it with
pleasure. But when we literally staggered up to the foot of Sron
na Ciche I was much less enthusiastic. The day before had seen
us doing a considerable ridge slog, and no one felt very energetic.
Had it not been for Oliver's reproachful look and ostentatious
packing of his rucksack, Paul and Charlie and I might well have
remained indoors, for the weather looked extremely doubtful a
dirty black cloud over Rhum and every prospect of a fine downpour to give excuse for returning to Glenbrittle.
However, Skye weather is unpredictable. It didn't rain, there
was nothing to prevent us climbing, and we roped up in two
parties. Charlie and I, leading through, started first.
The first part of the climb removed some of our tiredness. It
is delightful, always interesting, and possessing that peculiar neatness which seems to characterise all Steeple's routes. One steep
chimney provided amusement; we all climbed it by different
methods, and I am informed that Oliver actually made a horizontal ascent of this vertical cleft.
The final pitch of the Direct Route is a steep 45-foot wall,
rising from a large ledge. In its upper reaches the wall is polished
white by nail-scratches, and any gabbro friction it may once have
provided has long since departed. It was Charlie's turn to lead.
He climbed blithely up until he reached the polished section, and
there paused. The difficulties were not apparent from below, but
from his repeated hopping about, first on one foot and then on
the other, and various tentative moves up and back again, it was
clear that he disliked the position.
8
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I made the mild suggestion that he should come down and
let me inspect the pitch, but Charlie was reluctant to do so.
Reflecting that although he was a less experienced climber than
myself his height and reach were greater, I did not press him. But
espying a projecting spike well out to his right on the wall I
cautiously flicked the rope over it.
Ten seconds later I realised that " this was it."
Charlie started determinedly upward at once,; -gained a few
feet, and then came off. His bootnails skidded on the smoothed
protuberances and his body toppled away from the rock. He shot
down towards me feet first at amazing speed. The rope over the
spike held and I allowed it to run out about two feet before
braking. So elastic was the Nylon that his downward progress
continued until he was swinging gently in mid-air only twelve
inches above the safety of the ledge, with no damage done except
a grazed hand.
After this I took over and we finished the climb, taking the
wall rather to the left of the usual line. Above, scrambling brought
us to the top, and there we rested and coiled the Nylon.
It was not quite the Nylon it had been. But we knew it better
now. Its tricks were merely playful and today it had proved
itself. As we gazed down the crag towards Glenbrittle there came
to my thoughts these lines of George Basterfield's:
"Friend, 'twixt thee and me, in close and sweet communion,
There lie outstretched a thousand precious strands."
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